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1. Introduction

The mathematical pendulum, a massive particle constrained to

move on <x vert „.- J.L circle under the action of gravity, is one

of the classi.-i problems of Mechanics. Although with only one

dc ree of frf.-e Icm, its well known solution is not trivial, as

the equation . J motion, being non-linear, requires for its

exact soluti">-i the machinery of elliptic functions. Physically,

the system i<» rather peculiar: it exhibits three different re-

gimes of motion, according to its total energy: rotational mo-

tion, vibration motion and an asymptotic approach to a single

angular deflection of 2If . The first two cases are periodic.

The latter appears as a limiting case and is non-periodic.

We have not been able to find any reference to the corres-

ponding quantum problem in the literature. However surprising

it may be, we shall here suppose it to have been missed, and



try to fill the gap. As vill be seen, the SchrBdinger equa -

tion for the problem admits of exact solutions in terms of a

certain class of Mathieu functions. The energy spectrum for a

given pendulum can be calculated in terms of the "characterise

tic values",well-known in the theory of the Mathieu equation.

Our presentation vill be fairly elementary. An expert rea

der will somewhere recognize a Sine-Gordon equation, or won -

der about relations with instanton phraseology. We shall here

simply try to solve a problem in quantum mechanics.

In section 2, a brief account of the classical solutions

(see, for instance, Corben and Stehle 1960 and Goldstein 1956)

is given in terms of Jacobian elliptic functions and the phase

space orbits are discussed. In section 3, the action-variables

are calculated and expressed in terms of the complete elliptic

integrals. The Bohr- Sommerfeld quantization is then easily per

formed. These results, of course, correspond to the zeroth or-

der WKB approximation. The SchrOdinger equation, its reduction

to a Mathieu equation, a method to compute the eigenvalues and

eigensolutions, as well as a discussion of some limiting cases

are the subjects of section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the fi-

nal conclusions and remarks.

2. The classical solutions and the phase-space orbits

The Hamiltonian for the plane pendulum of length i and mass **\

is
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where 0 is the angle of deflection.

The Hamilton equations give immediately

from which it follows that

6 + SI* >kiAV B * O (3)

i f we define

SI s .A- . (4)

Equation (3) is an autonomous ordinary non-linear differen-

cial equation. In order to solve it, we may use the fact that

the total energy £ is an integral of motion. Prom (l) and

(2),

3. (5)

It is convenient to introduce the quantity CUO , defined

as the value of the angular velocity at the point 0*O .

As

equation (5) yields

This first order differential equation can be solved in

terms of Jacobian elliptic functions (Abramowitz and Segun 1968).

Three cases, corresponding to three different regimes of motion,
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ore to be distinghished, according to the relative values of

u>o and H Si

i) ">o > H XL , orC >**^Jf : rotational motion. The solu

tions are given by

-U*v £ = J*t iL(t-t.) (7)

vhere the modulus of the Jacobian elliptic function is

. (8)

They correspond to motions with complete revolutions, with

period given in terms of a complete Legendre elliptic integral

of the first kind:

An interesting limit is the pure rotor: a - * o , IL^O

As Mo) » -—- , the period becomes energy independent,

ii) a>o K *1 JC1 I or £ ( ^ w a i : oscillatory motion. The

solutions are given by

with the modulus now being

fr')A/' -L (ii)

where o< is the amplitude of the oscillation. The period is
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T = JL K f-ü*-) . (is)

The case of small oscillations, d» A«L,leads again to

isochronism.

iii) O) o s H -M , or £ s*M4J? : actually, this case is to

be considered as a limiting case of i) for k > lfas it will be

clear later on; the solutions is

(13)0 s if tcun" [U J£-{t-t.)]or

JL s
5

This corresponds to a deflection from Ga-fft&ds + tf in

an infinite time. If we choose to think of this case as perio-

dic, eq.(9) gives T s °© . There is no really periodic solu-

tion in this case. Notice that (13) is always a solution of

eq.(3). In cases (i) and (ii)f it is incompatible with the con-

ditions on the energy. When A <*nd A tend to one, both (7)

and (10) tend to (13*)• This is not quite a surprise: eqs.(7)

and (10) can be shown to be identical by using the properties

of the Jacobian functions (Abramowitz and Segun 1968). Only to

emphasize the different regimes they have been displayed as a-

bove.

The orbits in phase-space are easily obtained from (2) and

(5):

r « %-i i / a

j ( f * J • (14)
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Although this expression be the same, its interpretation is

distinct in the three cases above:

, (15)

where the two signs correspond to different motions (countercl£

cknri.se, clockwise); ft is never zero, and the orbits in phase

space are open of period H ;

ü) f9 s ± a*njeJ i x i í i - x ^ J t j , de)

vhere both signs are to be used in order to give the complete

closed orbit in phase-space, corresponding to one given motion;

*a 6
iü) fj: +/mx u)o cd — .

M

Here, one motion is given by each sign; despite the apparent

closed orbits in phase-space, positive and negative p# corres_

pond to distinct motions.

These differences will be important for the Bohr-Sommerfeld

quantization to which we shall proceed in the next chapter. The

orbits in phase-space are usually depicted in text-books i(Gold

stein 1956, Arnold 1973) and will not be reproduced here.

3. Action variables, semi-classical quantization

The Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule is

where N in an integer and the integration is to be done over
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a whole period of the motion. It is not difficult to calculate

(17) for the three cases above.

i) Case E > ' » i ^ : one has

•ir

J = [
By the simple change of variables 9 s *? ̂  , this can be readily

written in terms of the complete Legendre elliptic integral of

the second kind

(19)

Here *t word of caution is worth giving: as stressed in the pre-

vious chapter, a given motion is related to only one of the signs

in equation (14). The quantized area in phase-space is entirely

contained either in the upper or in the lower half (0, f>9) plane.

In order to make contact with the quantum-mechanical treat-

ment of the next section, it is convenient to introduce a dimen

sionless (Mathieu) parameter a defined by

(20)

Then, equations (8), (17) and (19) can be put together in

; (21a)

E =
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For fixed values of /qj and N , equation (21a) can be nume-

rically solved for 4 • The quantized energies <*re then readily

obtained from (21b).

A limiting case of interest is the pione rotor , obtained

for ^-» O (that is, &-+O, ^-* O but A/^i<fi

-+ Tl/ya«n|* ). AsE(t)—•*/$ when £-» O , the result is

Es-á-ZfV, (22)
« Io

where we have denoted the moment of inertia **£ by Jo . This

is, of course, the usual exact result for the rotor,

ii) Case £ <*W3'E : in this case the quantized area in the phu

se-space plane is the whole one contained inside the curves of

the equation (16) of the previous chapter. Another difference is

that the period is no more 2If . So,

J = i J

where o* is the amplitude given by equation (11). Then,

As in the previous case, this can be written in terms of a Le-

gendre elliptic integral of the second kind, but now incomplete:

( 2 3 )
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There is however an important difference: now, the modulus

Making use of the relation (Gradshtein and Ryzhi* 1965)

between incomplete elliptic functions of reciprocal moduli,

where M « 1 - £ is the complementary modulus and

-A^v^ = 4>^v If , (25)

one finds tfsT(/3 and (23) becomes simply

)J - (26)

Inside the brackets, only complete elliptic integrals appear.

Again in terms of the parameter <f of equation (20),

(27a)
HI*}!"*
E s /m^^(âí -i) * (27b)

Really, the integer N in the above equation should be repla

ced by M* l/ã , in the WKB approximation. In fact, for £<*»$8

there are two turning points at © a t oi and in such a case,as

is well known, V-+f+ltl, jf°r /fa 0,1,2,.,.

An interesting limit of the present case may be obtained

fro1" (27a) for small oscillations, that is, for small values of

the amplitude oi and (from Eq.(ll)) of the modulus 4 . By de



veioping the r.h.s. of (27a) up to quadratic ttras in i , one

has

i4. (28)

Equations (20) and (27) give then

as it should be expected.C a s e l » * » } * ; this would be» in principle» a limit of

case (i) when 4U*i . However, as E*«*}J? the very meaning

of quantization is lost. In a neighbourhood of •&« i , us

E(âJ-+ i more shovly than £ , one gets

E * - «m^À + «èlZ -Si , (30)

a rotor-like spectrum with a "vacuum" deepening and a "renormu-

lized" moment of inertia.

4. The SchrOdinger equation for the pendulum

The time-independent SchrOdinger equation corresponding to the

Hamiltonian (l) is

ft* L ) . oi)

One sees that a non-linear classical problem if led into a linear

one at this first-quantized level. Th boundary condition to bt

imposed on the wavefunction is that it be single-valued in the
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angular variable • , that is, that ^(9) be periodic in 0 ,

of period 2 If :

yt0) . (32)

Equation (31) can be rewritten as a Mathieu equation

vhose standard form is

¥ +(f y , (33)

simply by defining

8s á* , (34)

and recalling equation (20),

***** . (20)

In view of equation (34), condition (32) reads

í ^ , (36)

that is, as a function of tr , the wavefunction, which we will

denote by Iplv) , has to be periodic of period Jf . Such solu

tions are Mathieu functions of even order : CC^ (vf dn(i

S<5á Wf for *m w O,ifi,". * The Mathieu equation has also

odd order solutions C C ^ H , A^t^9im%^l^^^ * which are pe-

riodic of period 2 tl* , as well as non-periodic solutions* These
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are all excluded by our periodicity condition above.

We notice further that (31) really corresponds to a Mathien

equation with a negative Q . In order to meet the usual defini_

tions for the Mathieu functions, ve must perform a change of va

riables. Clearly, this is done by replacing v by (J- *) in the

equation. One can nov use the following properties (see Grarfsji

tein and Ryshik 1965) of the Mathieu functions:

(37)

The factors H and H have been inserted in order to en

sure the validity of the formulas for a * O .

The Mathieu functions are conventionally normalized to IT

in the interval {OtSi1f) and so we finally obtain the normalized

solutions of the SchrOdinger equation (31), with boundary condi-

tion (32), in the form:

(38)

„ m , (38b)

with m * 1,2,3,... .
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The solutions \f and (É are even and odd real func

tiers of 9 , respectively. They are linearly independent ctnd obey

to tho orthogonality conditions

Í (39)

> a. =

Their respective eigenvalues fL are denoted by <

and ba (~qj . For them, the folloving relations hold

(40)

These eigenvalues (also called "characteristic values" in

the mathematical literature) and the related eigenfunctions can

be computed (Whittaker and Watson 1935) by assuming trigonome-

trical expansions for the eigenfunctions. The coefficients of

these 'rigonometric series obey to certain three-term recursion

relations and can be numerically calculated by a well establis-

hed procedure, the calculations are rather tedious. We shall he

re content ourselves with a sketchy how-to-do-it receipt,whose

justification requires a large utilization of th# properties of
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Mdthieu functions that are found in the standard texts on the

subject (Campbell 1955» Me Lachlan 1951).

The two kinds of Mathieu functions needed here are represen

ted by the crigonometric series :

The wavefunctions (38) can then be put into the form

The orthonormality conditions (39) give relations among the

coefficients» which ve shall vrite down in a form convenient for

future discussion:

* • ' • _

'° **'*.: (44)

The value of the parameter o is a characteristic of the
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pendulum under consideration and is supposed to be given from

the beginning. Now to our recipe :

A) eigenvalues : introduce

v s .?-"»* , (45)

and define a function %lf) through a continued fraction:

* T ~ * ~ "^T -%T 7^"'

The zeros of this function are the eigenvalues corresponding

to the odd functions, that is:

* ° • (47)

The eigenvalues corresponding to the even eigenfunctions are

the solutions of the equation

frf , (48)
that is,

(a) y (49)

Here, approximate results such as those given by the semi-

classical approach are of great help, as the numerical methods

to find the zeros in (47) and (48) frequently require an initial

guess.
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B) eigenfunctions : once an eigenvalue is given, the

ning task is the computation of the coefficients in equations

(42). This is done by using the following recursion relations:

even case :

( 5 0 )

Ay - izl £± - a ;
A . ~ J Ao

*»*+*- ?-*i* An _ Aêi-x for *>,*-
Ao ? h. A. \ w

Once the ratios Aim, /A0
 ar© obtained, A* can be calcu

lated from equation (43). Conventionally A* is positive in the

series (41) and so in principle all the coefficients are known.

odd case :

(51)

3a Ba
B â is conventionally positive and can be obtained from enu£

tion (44).

So, in principle, the above rules allows one to obtain all

the eigenvalues and respective eigenfunctions for the pendulum,

with as good * precision us wanted.

The convergence of the series (41) is extremely fast (Camp-

bell 1955). This fact, first realized by Ince, made it possible

the first tabulation of the Mathieu functions, in a much better

than Mathieu's original procedure based on a power series eg
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pansion in o •

An extra case, for which this procedure can only be used

through succesive approximations, appears when <^n O , i.e,

omO . Then equation (45) loses all Meaning. The simplest issue

is to go directly to equations (31) or (33), which become those

describing a free plane rotor. The normalized wavefunctions (42)

reduce simply to

= c o * « , * ;
 (52)

and the related eigenvalues ( from eq.(35) «nd the last relation

(40)) ore

(53)

just equation (22). Except for the fundamental state, one has the

veil-known double-degeneracy of the rotor, which is of course re-

moved when Gjfc O .

Another interesting limit of equation (31) if obtained for

\$\<< Í .in this case, one easily obtains, in terms of the va

ridble x ar M.Aim.0 9 49 , the equation

(54)
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the SchrOdinger equation for a linear harmonic oscillator with

an angular frequency A 5 t^/Jt) • The energy eigenvalues are

or, in terms of the Mathieu parameters f and 9 ,

o; (56)

This formula coincides vith the approximate asymptotic for-

mulas for the eigenvalues of the Mathieu equation (Campbell 1955),

obtdined by taking a-» - CO and keeping oV fixed, that

is, small values of ir . one can see that in this case, the ei

genvalues fu for even Af correspond to dt4*(l<jl) ^nd those

for odd M to

(57)

The accuracy o£ these approximations, for fixed N , increa

ses for increasing f 9/ . As an example, the exact numerical va-

lues for ?0{-3) and f^(-1*00) are respectively (-12.26)

and (-3,120.25), while the above formulae give (-12) and

(-3,120.00). on the other side, for fixed 7 the accuracy decrea

ses with increasing^ s for example, for f- (-1600) * -2803.28
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is given a value (-2800.00). One sees that the semiclassical r£

suits are very good even for the lover states. By using tables

for the Legendre elliptic functions, straightforward calcula -

tions show that equations (27) are an still improved «approxima-

tion as compared to the above ones.

5. Conclusions

We have shown hov to obtain the energy levels and respective wave

functions for the mathematical pendulum. As it should be expect-

ed, it somehow interpolates between the rotor and the harmonic

oscillator, to which it tends in extreme opposite limits. There

is a point we should like to stress here: the problem is quite

different from the one-dimensional sinusoidal model used in so-

lid state physics, which has an equation as (31) with 0m iltx/i.

The difference lies in the fact that the physical variable then

is x , extending from - oo to + «0 , and not an angle. The pha

se-space is the whole plane whereas for the pendulum it is real-

ly an infinite cylinder of circumference 2 If .

The energy spectrum retains on interesting feature of the

classical case, that the lower states are vibrational and the

higher ones «ire rotational. The ground state is of vibrational

type for any value of the parameter a . The excited states form

pairs of opposite parity states whose separations exhibit a ve-

ry peculiar behaviour as a function of a , This behaviour is

best visualized in the graphs of the "characteristic values"
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versus a. , available in the quoted text-books on the Mathieu e

quation. of course, «mother point vorth stressing is the fact

that no simple closed formula exists for the spectrum. Moreover,

tre Hubert space is fairly restricted and no degeneracy allow-

ed. This seems rather surprising for such a smooth non-singular

potential as the one considered here* Although the deep reasons

for all these intrincacies are difficult to know exactly, the

good results given by the semiclassical spectrum suggest that

the quantum system is never too far fro» the classical one, at

least not far enough not to inherit the effects of its non-li-

nearity.
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